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Abstract

Discrepancies in interval velocities estimated from vertical well measurements made with different source central frequencies at Gypsy site could be primarily explained in terms of intrinsic attenuation. Four intervals were chosen for this study based on varying rock properties. The first interval is predominantly shale, second interval is mostly sandstone, and the third interval is made up of shale and sandstone. The fourth interval is the second and third intervals combined. The data used are acquired from three seismic sources; Full Wave Sonic (FWS), Bender log, and Vertical Seismic Profile (VSP) with estimated central frequencies 10kHz, 1kHz, and 100Hz, respectively. The modeling was done using the Discrete Wavenumber (DWN) method and the Logarithmic Dispersion Relation (LDR) to calculate a constant Quality Factor (Q) that best explains the observed velocity dispersion for each of the intervals of interest. The elastic scattering component of the dispersion is negligible. Intrinsic quality factors of 54, 35, 28, and 30 best explain the field data for first, second, third, and fourth intervals, respectively. The identification and subsequent modeling of velocity dispersion and its components provide key information for integrated reservoir characterization and better enable the prediction of the seismic response at different frequencies.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Seismic velocity dispersion and attenuation processes are a direct consequence of earth’s inelasticity. Waves propagating in an attenuative medium exhibit amplitude loss and phase change in the seismic wavelet due to the attenuation constant and phase velocity dependence on frequency (Varela et al., 1993). This velocity dependence on frequency (dispersion) is a product of the energy causality when attenuation is present (Futterman, 1962). Higher frequencies travel faster and get attenuated more rapidly than lower frequencies.

In one hand, attenuation and dispersion significantly contribute in distorting the resolution of the seismic image especially in highly anelastic zones; a common approach of processing these distortions is minimum phase-deconvolution. On the other hand, these processes are dependent on the properties of the rocks (e.g. porosity, permeability, fluids, gas, fractures...etc) the waves travel through. Thus, the identification and subsequent modeling and separation of the components of velocity dispersion provide key information in integrated reservoir characterization and predicting the seismic response at different frequencies.

The first attempts to model attenuation mechanisms were based on different adaptations of Hook’s law (Sun et al., 2009). Zener (1948) showed through linear solid models that the internal friction occurs at the central peak frequency. Knopoff and MacDonald (1958) made laboratory experiments on stress waves propagating in solids and showed that the transmis-
sion of elastic energy exhibits dissipation even when amplitudes are very small. Schoenberger and Levin (1974) showed through synthetic seismograms that intrabed multiples cause an apparent attenuation. White (1975) demonstrated through lab experiments on partially gas saturated unconsolidated sand an increase of 20% of the compressional wave velocity (1-100Hz) and an attenuation increment of 55db/1000ft (31-123Hz). Klimentos (1995) estimated quality factors for the compressional and shear waves from full wave sonic logs and showed that their ratio could be used as a tool in distinguishing between gas, oil, condensate and water formations.

Spencer (1981) showed through lab experiments that fluid-filled rocks show strong frequency dependency while dry-vacuumed rocks produced practically negligible attenuation and modulus dispersion. Numerous other laboratory and field studies done on velocity dispersion under different rock properties conditions conclude that attenuation and dispersion are linked to reservoir properties (e.g Melia et al., 1984; Winkler, 1986; Doyle et al., 1992; Marion et al., 1994; Yamamoto et al., 1994; Brown and Seifert, 1995; Mukerji et al., 1995; Mavko, 1998; Johnson, 2001; Pride and Berryman, 2003; Brajanovski et al., 2006; Batzle et al., 2006; Sun et al., 2009).

The main objective of this thesis is to show, model and explain the observed interval velocity discrepancies estimated from well logs at Gypsy site in Oklahoma. We will focus our modeling efforts on four intervals chosen based on varying rock properties such as lithology, porosity, density, and thickness. The first interval is predominantly shale, the second interval is mostly sandstone, and the third interval is made up of shale and sandstone. The fourth interval is essentially interval two and three combined and treated as one formation. The velocity data we use were acquired from three seismic sources; Full Wave Sonic (FWS), Bender, and Vertical Seismic Profile (VSP) with central frequencies of 10kHz, 1kHz, and 100Hz, respectively. We also use gamma, porosity and density logs in modeling and analyzing the results. We model the data using the Discrete Wavenumber (DWN) method and the logarithmic dispersion relation (LDR). Ultimately, we want to develop a framework to
calculate a constant Quality Factor (Q) that best explains the observed velocity dispersion for each of the intervals of interest. We also want to separate and estimate the components of the dispersion in terms of intrinsic attenuation and elastic scattering and find a Q value for each mechanism if both are contributing to the dispersion.

This thesis consists of five chapters and two appendices (including the introduction). Chapter 2 deals with presenting the theoretical background of the DWN and LDR methods and the framework for applying them jointly to model velocity dispersion. A brief discussion of the code used and a generalized workflow are also included. Technical details on the code used are in Appendix A.

Chapter 3 is a presentation and discussion of the data for the site as a whole and for the intervals of interest in particular. It includes a brief introduction, history and geology of the Gypsy test site followed by the technical aspects of data acquisition for each of the three seismic sources we will be using. The preceding section contains the data, plots of the data, statistics and geology for each of the intervals of interest. The last section of this chapter deals with interval velocity measurements' error estimation for each interval and source.

The modeling, results, and interpretation are in chapter 4. The dispersion curves are calculated twice with DWN and LDR. Best Q fits are calculated using least squares. Additionally, included in each interval are plots of: velocity changes from a source frequency to another, overlaid synthetic seismograms calculated from the DWN, dispersion curves of the two methods calculated from the best Q that explains the model, and finally, a plot of the dispersion curves for a homogeneous and heterogeneous medium for the same interval to detect the effects of elastic scattering (if any). The conclusion includes a summary of the results and recommendation for future work. Finally, Appendix B includes more overlaid seismograms for each interval to show the shift caused by attenuation.
Chapter 2

Methodology

We believe that the velocity discrepancies observed in Gypsy field between VSP, Bender, and Sonic log measurements are primarily caused by intrinsic attenuation and elastic scattering. Thus, we will focus our efforts on 1) find a value for the total quality factor \( (Q_{\text{total}}) \) that would best describe the observed dispersion 2) estimate the contribution of the intrinsic attenuation and elastic scattering to the observed dispersion by modeling 3) calculate the dispersion curves for intervals of interest, and 4) calculate the velocity change from a central source frequency to another.

To implement these four main objectives, we chose four intervals of interest in Gypsy field with different velocity contrasts and rock properties; the first interval consists of mostly shale, the second is mostly sandstone, third is a mixture of both, and fourth is the second and third intervals treated as one formation. The data will be discussed in greater details in the next chapter.

Two methodologies are used to explain the observed velocity discrepancies; the first method is a simple and direct calculation using LDR, and the second method is by modeling intervals of interest using DWN over a range of frequencies (100-10000Hz) and a range of constant Q (10-10000). Approximately, we calculated 325 seismograms for each interval for a combination of frequency and Q values.
In this chapter, we will discuss LDR and the main assumptions made. Moreover, we will explain the theory behind the DWN method and the code used to implement it on our data. Finally, we will discuss the picking method used, estimating elastic scattering contribution to the dispersion, and calculating the velocity changes from a source frequency to another.

2.1 Logarithmic Dispersion Relation (LDR)

Assuming plane waves propagation in a homogeneous medium and using a constant $Q$, velocity dispersion can be estimated by

$$\frac{V(\omega)}{V(\omega_r)} = 1 + \frac{1}{\pi Q} \ln \left( \frac{\omega}{\omega_r} \right)$$

(2.1)

where $V(\omega)$ is the velocity at a specific central frequency, $V(\omega_r)$ is the velocity at a reference frequency, and $Q$ is the quality factor (Aki and Richards, 1980). We chose a reference frequency of 10000 Hz because we have a sonic log velocity measurement at that frequency. Figure 2.1 was calculated using equation 2.1 with a reference velocity of 2.9km/s and a reference frequency of 10000 Hz. Note the velocity change decreases as we increase $Q$ value (medium becoming less attenuative).
Figure 2.1: Dispersion curves calculated using equation 2.1 showing velocity as a function of frequency for Q values 10, 20, 30 and 40 and $\omega_r = 10kHz$.

Using this relation and least squares, we find the best Q value that would fit the three field velocity measurements with the least error. It is important to note that this value contains the effects of scattering and intrinsic attenuation since we are using the relation to describe the field measurements. Assuming that the dispersion is mainly caused by attenuation due to elastic scattering and intrinsic attenuation, the effective attenuation could be estimated using

$$\frac{1}{Q_{total}} = \frac{1}{Q_{Intrinsic}} + \frac{1}{Q_{Scattering}}. \quad (2.2)$$

### 2.2 The Discrete Wavenumber Method (DWN)

The DWN was developed by Bouchon and Aki in 1977 to provide an exact calculation and solutions to the complete green’s functions for various problems in elastodynamics. In this method, the radiated wavefield is discretized using spatial periodicity of sources followed by calculating the exact solutions to the Green’s functions in the complex frequency domain (Bouchon, 2003). Figure 2.2 shows the physical interpretation of the method.
2.2.1 Method of Computation for the 2D Case

In an infinitely homogeneous model, the steady state radiation from a line source could be described by constant superpositioning of homogeneous and inhomogeneous plane waves (Bouchon, 1979). Consequently, displacement and stress effects can represented by

\[
F(x, z; \omega) = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} f(k, z; \omega) e^{-ikx} dk,
\]

where \( x \) is the horizontal axis of the plane wave, \( z \) is the vertical axis of the plane wave, and \( k \) is the horizontal element of the wavenumber. Next, by adding infinitely many sources spaced equally along the x-axis, equation 2.3 becomes

\[
G(x, z; \omega) = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} f(k, z; \omega) e^{-ikx} \sum_{m=-\infty}^{\infty} e^{-ikmL} dk,
\]

where \( L \) is the periodic source interval length, and the summation factor in equation 2.4 can be expressed as.

Figure 2.2: Physical interpretation of the DWN method for the 2D case. The source is replaced by infinite number of sources along the horizontal axis at intervals \( L \) (Bouchon, 2003).
\[
\sum_{m=-\infty}^{\infty} e^{-ikmL} = 2\pi (\delta [kL])_{\mod 2\pi}; \quad (2.5)
\]

which reduces to

\[
G(x, z; \omega) = \sum_{n=-\infty}^{\infty} \frac{2\pi}{L} f \left( \frac{2\pi}{L} n, z; \omega \right) e^{-i\frac{2\pi}{L} n z}. \quad (2.6)
\]

To calculate the impulse response, we need to find the Fourier transform of equation 2.3 (single source solution) in time domain at distance \( x = d \). Let \( T \) be the arrival time of the disturbance caused by a source placed at a distance \( L - d \) from receiver, and let \( 0 < t < T \), then, the function

\[
f(t) = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} F(x, z; \omega) e^{i\omega t} d\omega \quad (2.7)
\]

becomes

\[
f(t) = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} e^{i\omega t} d\omega \sum_{n=-\infty}^{\infty} \frac{2\pi}{L} f \left( \frac{2\pi}{L} n, z; \omega \right) e^{-i\frac{2\pi}{L} n z}. \quad (2.8)
\]

To solve 2.8, we can evaluate the integral using Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT). However, because we added infinite number of sources, using DFT will introduce some aliasing in the time domain solution. To avoid this effect, we need to add a constant negative imaginary part to the frequency \( \omega \) so that \( e^{\omega T} \ll 1 \). This would guarantee that disturbances not part of the time window are attenuated enough for their effect to be negligible. Taking this approach into consideration, the impulse response can be calculated by

\[
f(t) = e^{-\omega t} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} e^{i\omega t} d\omega \sum_{n=-\infty}^{\infty} \frac{2\pi}{L} f \left( \frac{2\pi}{L} n, z; \omega \right) e^{-i\frac{2\pi}{L} n z}. \quad (2.9)
\]

Finally, we use the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) to evaluate the integral in equation 2.9.
See Bouchon and Aki (1977) and Bouchon (1979, 2003) for more detailed derivations and the 3D case.

2.2.2 Discrete Wavenumber Method Code

The DWN Fortran code used in this thesis was originally developed by Michel Bouchon. The calculations in this code are mainly based on the DWN method and the method of reflectivity and transmissivity matrices. Originally, the source used in the code is the moment tensor derived and calculated from the fault parameters; these parameters are part of the input file and are: azimuth, dip, rake, length and slip of the fault. For the purpose of this thesis, the moment tensor was designated to simulate an explosion source (see appendix A). Additionally, the source wavelet was changed from the Fourier transform of a smooth ramp function to the Fourier transform of a zero-phase Ricker wavelet using the equation

\[ f(t) = \left[ 1 - 2\pi^2 \nu_0^2 t^2 \right] e^{-\pi^2 \nu_0^2 t^2} \]  

(2.10)

with the peak centered at \( t = 0 \) (Stein and Wysession, 2003). The input file consists of 23 parameters; these describe the velocity model, quality factors, source(s) and receiver(s) location and source central frequency. The output file consists of three columns; index of the seismogram, time, and displacement or velocity, respectively. Finally, anelastic attenuation effects are calculated by

\[ \frac{\omega}{c(\omega)} = \frac{\omega}{c_\infty} + H[\alpha(\omega)] \]  

(2.11)

and

\[ aq \int_0^\infty \frac{e^{\omega t}}{1 + at} dt \approx -q \left[ \gamma + \log \left( \frac{\omega}{a} \right) - \frac{i\pi}{2} \right] e^{-i\omega t} \]  

(2.12)
where \( c(\omega) \) is the velocity, \( \alpha(\omega) \) is the attenuation factor, \( H \) is the Hilbert transform, \( a \) is the fundamental frequency, and \( \gamma \) is Euler's constant (Aki and Richards, 1980).

### 2.2.3 General algorithm for the DWN code

Figure 2.3 shows a diagram that broadly describes the steps used in the code to calculate the synthetic seismograms:

1. Calculate moment tensor (or manually designate it)
2. Calculate anelastic attenuation effects
3. Loop over frequencies to calculate the contribution of each wavenumber
4. Calculate reflection and transmission matrices for each \( k \)
5. Calculate time domain solution
6. Convolve impulse response with source time function
7. Remove time attenuation due to the imaginary part of the frequency in FFT

Figure 2.3: DWN code flow diagram

### 2.2.4 Modeling Velocity Dispersion Using the DWN method

The second approach is modeling velocity dispersion using the DWN method. Unlike the first approach, where it is assumed that the model is homogeneous, we can approximate how much of the velocity dispersion is due to intrinsic attenuation and how much is due to elastic scattering. Figure 2.4 shows a typical design used in modeling the four intervals. The input velocity models are padded with a thick 1000m layer from the top with the same properties as the first layer, and another 1000m thick layer from the bottom with same properties.
as the last layer, to simulate perfectly matched layer effect (PML) similar to that in finite differencing. The offset between the source and receiver is zero.

![Typical design used in modeling Gypsy intervals in this thesis](image)

Figure 2.4: Typical design used in modeling Gypsy intervals in this thesis

For each interval, we generate synthetic seismograms for $Q$ values $[10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 40, 45, 50, 55, 60, 70, 80, 90, 100, 200, 500, 10000]$ and for each $Q$ value, we generate another set of seismograms with central frequencies $[100, 200, 300, 400, 500, 700, 1000, 2000, 2500, 5000, 7500, 10000]$. Next, we pick the first arrival times for these synthetic seismograms. Since we modified the code to use a Ricker wavelet with its peak at $t = 0$, we consistently picked the peak as the first arrival. Using these travel times, we calculate the velocities and generate dispersion curves as well as calculate the velocity changes from a source frequency to another.

For vertical propagation, the higher the velocity contrast, the more weight scattering effects will have on velocity dispersion. We use two approaches to estimate the effects of scattering on velocities (if any). First, we start by modeling the intervals of interest with medium velocities obtained from FWS logs with a very high constant $Q$ value (non-attenuative medium) over a range of central frequencies (100hz to 10000hz). If we observe little or no difference in velocities, we conclude that the scattering component is very small and the dispersion is primarily caused by intrinsic attenuation. The second approach is
we model the same interval twice with a constant $Q$ over the same range of frequencies; once with a constant interval velocity calculated from the average slowness, and another with varying velocity. The difference between the two picked arrival times is assumed to be caused by scattering.

2.3 Summary of The Work Flow Used for Each Interval to Estimate $Q$

![Workflow diagram](image)

Figure 2.5: Workflow used to estimate $Q_{\text{intrinsic}}$ and $Q_{\text{scattering}}$
Chapter 3

Gypsy Site Data

Gypsy test site is located in central Oklahoma in Pawnee County. It was founded by British Petroleum Exploration Inc and later donated to the University of Oklahoma in 1992. The main objective of this project was to develop a set of geophysical tools and techniques for integrated reservoir characterization (Turpening et al., 1992). Aggregate cost of the acquired data was estimated to be $2.5 million (Doyle et al., 1992). We consider this site excellent for the purpose of studying velocity dispersion because of the following reasons: 1) Wide range of geologic and geophysical data acquired, 2) it is highly heterogeneous, and 3) the site is water-saturated and thereby reducing the complications of multi-phase fluid systems (Burns and Martin, 1993).

The project was implemented in three stages (Doyle et al., 1992):

1. Sampling the geologic units of an outcrop exposed by a road-cut with particular focus on the Gypsy sandstone interval to develop an extensive distribution of reservoir properties.

2. Surface seismic and borehole data acquisition. A 3-D surface seismic survey was carried out and 5 wells were drilled in the pattern shown in figure 1. The types of data collected from the wells are: gamma, porosity, density, FWS and ‘bender’ logs. Additionally, a cross-well survey was obtained between well 5-7 and 1-7. Vertical Seismic Profiling
(VSP) survey was also obtained for wells 5-7 and 1-7.

3. Reservoir quality characterization through well testing.

Figure 3.1: Gypsy site wells. We will be using data from well 5-7 for the purpose of this thesis (Burns and Martin, 1993)

For the purpose of this thesis, we will be using data from well 5-7. We will be using gamma, density, VSP, Bender, and FWS logs to measure and model the observed velocity dispersion. In this chapter, we will generally discuss the geologic context of Gypsy site, data acquisition, and data for the intervals of the area of interest.

3.1 Geologic Context of the Gypsy Site

The “Gypsy Sandstone” interval top is at a depth of around 270m and on average is 35m thick. For this thesis, we identified three intervals of interest that include the Gypsy sandstone interval (237m to 322m). The data used to describe the geology in literature uses 22 1” cores from the exposed outcrop located 15 miles southeast of Gypsy site on highway-64, and the logs and cores acquired from the wells. A detailed discussion of the depositional environments was done by Parra et al. (1994) and Doyle et al. (1992).
Essentially, the interval of interest is part of two formations; the upper part is the lowermost part of the Virgilian age Vamoosa formation and the bottom part is the uppermost section of the Missourian age Tallant formation. The Gypsy interval was deposited over an unconformity and consists of stacked channel sandstones, siltstones and mudstones (Parra et al., 1992). It is surrounded by marine flooding surfaces from the top and bottom. The
top contact above the Gypsy interval is mainly composed of marine shale while the bottom contact consists of low porosity siltstone and mudstone. Figure 2.1 shows the regional lithology of the intervals of interest adapted from Liao and McMechan (1997). Figures 3.3 and 3.4 include the entire field data measured from well 5-7 for the area of interest that is used in this thesis. In the third section of this chapter, we will break it into three intervals and discuss each of them.

Figure 3.3: Well logs from well 5-7 covering the areas of interest (all four intervals)
3.2 Data Acquisition

We are interested in modeling and explaining the velocity discrepancies observed from field borehole measurements. Thus, we will be using VSP, bender and FWS logs to demonstrate and model the dispersion. In this section, we will discuss the technical details and geometry for each source. We used NER report (1993) to obtain these technical details.

3.2.1 Vertical Seismic Profile (VSP)

The VSP data was acquired by Atlas Wireline using an ARIS source located around 52m away from the wellhead. The recording sampling rate was 1 ms and the spatial sampling rate was 3.02m. Receivers were placed north and south of the well. The central frequency for the compressional wave (P-wave) was between 50Hz and 100Hz. Due to the coarse spatial sampling rates, the calculated interval velocities varied significantly enough to limit our use of these measurements. Additionally, we don’t have access to the VSP waveforms that we would like to use to get a better estimate of the central frequency; however, we estimated the central frequency by counting the events and dividing them by time from a hard copy of
the waveforms; we got a central frequency of 100Hz.

3.2.2 Bender

The ‘bender’ log is a low frequency, long offset compared with FWS. The data were collected by NER (Burns et al., 1993). Figure 3.5 shows the two array configurations used. The first array uses a source depth interval of 1.5m with a pulse that is half the cycle of a 1000Hz sine wave. The second array uses a source depth interval of 1.5m with a pulse that is half the cycle of a 2000Hz sine wave. We will be using the logs from the first array configuration. We also don’t have the waveform data so we used the same approach as VSP to estimate the central frequency. We used a hard copy of the stacked seismograms (figure 3.6) and got a central frequency of 1000 Hz.

![Array configurations](image)

Figure 3.5: Bender Geometry (Burns and Martin, 1993)
Figure 3.6: Bender waveforms from a receiver located 24.5m from the source. The arrow points at the compressional waves first arrival. Arrivals after around 14ms are tube waves (Burns and Martin, 1993)

3.2.3 Full-wave Sonic (FWS)

FWS data, also referred to as Full Waveform Acoustic Log (FWS), was acquired by Schlumberger using SDT-A tool. The tool has 8-receiver monopole array equally spaced at 0.1542m with the first receiver located 2.44m away from the source. Data was processed using the semblance method to produce slowness values every 0.1542m where the values are the average of slowness across the 1.067m receiver aperture. The central frequency is assumed to be 10000Hz. Like it is the case with the VSP and Bender, we only have access to a hard copy of the waveforms (figure 3.7). Manually counting the events and dividing the number of events over time leads to a frequency range of 7000Hz to 15000Hz. We will consider this
in our analysis in the results chapter of this thesis.

Figure 3.7: FWS waveforms (Burns and Martin, 1993)

3.3 Intervals of Interest

We have identified four intervals of interest with varying rock properties. The ‘Gypsy Sandstone’ is among them. The second and third intervals are consecutive, thus, we will analyze and model each interval separately and combined as well; we want to know which approach would lead to a better estimate of Q and whether these two intervals are better treated as one or separate when estimating the observed dispersion. The average interval thickness is 20m. We will use the FWS log as the initial velocity model when modeling the data (wave propagation). Velocities were calculated from the slowness by

\[ V = \frac{1}{\text{Slowness}} \]  

(3.1)
and the interval velocity is the calculated the same way by taking the inverse of the average slowness. The calculated time essentially is dividing distance over velocity for each measurement and the calculated interval velocity is obtained by dividing the total distance over the total travel time.

### 3.3.1 Interval One: 239.1m to 259.5m

This interval is predominantly shale. It lies above Gypsy Sandstone and is part of the Vamoosa formation. Changes in porosity, density and velocities are very small (figure 3.8). Thus, we expect that the observed dispersion to be mainly caused by intrinsic attenuation. The change in velocity between FWS and VSP is 80.2m/s and between FWS and Bender is 37.1m/d. Table 3.1 contains a summary of the field data and statistics (calculated from FWS). Figures 3.8, 3.4, and 3.10 show plots of the field data for this interval.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Begin</th>
<th>239.1</th>
<th>m</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>End</td>
<td>259.5</td>
<td>m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thickness</td>
<td>20.5</td>
<td>m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum Velocity</td>
<td>3177.7</td>
<td>m/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum Velocity</td>
<td>2771.9</td>
<td>m/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Velocity</td>
<td>2958.4</td>
<td>m/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calculated Time</td>
<td>0.006961</td>
<td>s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calculated Interval Velocity</td>
<td>2955.6</td>
<td>m/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Density</td>
<td>2.502</td>
<td>g/km³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum Gamma</td>
<td>129.1</td>
<td>API</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum Gamma</td>
<td>93.1</td>
<td>API</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Gamma</td>
<td>113.2</td>
<td>API</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FWS Interval Velocity</td>
<td>2955.6</td>
<td>m/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bender Interval Velocity</td>
<td>2918.5</td>
<td>m/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VSP Interval Velocity</td>
<td>2875.5</td>
<td>m/s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.1: Interval one field data and statistics
Figure 3.8: Interval one well logs. The velocity log is from FWS. This interval is predominately shale and largely homogeneous as evident from the Gamma log.

Figure 3.9: Interval one velocities from VSP, Bender and FWS.
3.3.2 Interval Two: 281.6m to 304.6m

This interval is predominantly sandstone and siltstone. It is part of the Tallant formation. Strong changes in density are due to thin layers part of the stacked channels in the Gypsy sandstone. The velocity change between FWS and VSP is 139.9m/s and between FWS and Bender is 66.8m/s. Table 1 contains a summary of the field data and statistics (calculated from FWS). Figures 3.11, 3.12, and 3.13 show plots of the field data for this interval. Table 3.2 contains a summary of the field data and statistics.
Begin 281.6 m
End 304.6 m
Thickness 23.2 m
Maximum Velocity 3804.3 m/s
Minimum Velocity 2801.7 m/s
Average Velocity 3292.8 m/s
Calculated Time 0.007 s
Calculated Interval Velocity 3305.3 m/s
Average Density 2.4526 g/km$^3$
Maximum Gamma 114.4 API
Minimum Gamma 22.3 API
Average Gamma 56.7 API
FWS Interval Velocity 3281.5 m/s
Bender Interval Velocity 3214.7 m/s
VSP Interval Velocity 3142.3 m/s

Table 3.2: Interval two field data and statistics

Figure 3.11: Interval two well logs. The velocity log is from FWS.
Figure 3.12: Interval two velocities from VSP, Bender and FWS.

Figure 3.13: Interval two interval velocities from VSP, Bender and FWS estimated from slowness.

### 3.3.3 Interval Three: 304.7m to 322.4m

This interval is a mix of sandstone and shale. It is part of the Tallant formation. The velocity change between FWS and VSP is 167.6m/s and between FWS and Bender is 89.9m/s. Table 3.3 contains a summary of the field data and statistics. Figures 3.14, 3.15, and 3.16 show plots of the field data for this interval.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Begin</td>
<td>304.7 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>End</td>
<td>322.4 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thickness</td>
<td>17.9 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum Velocity</td>
<td>3889.2 m/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum Velocity</td>
<td>2816.7 m/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Velocity</td>
<td>3309.7 m/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calculated Time</td>
<td>0.0054 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calculated Interval Velocity</td>
<td>3327.1 m/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Density</td>
<td>2.5102 g/km³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum Gamma</td>
<td>117.63 API</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum Gamma</td>
<td>30.25 API</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Gamma</td>
<td>84.9337 API</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FWS Interval Velocity</td>
<td>3292 m/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bender Interval Velocity</td>
<td>3202.2 m/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VSP Interval Velocity</td>
<td>3124.5 m/s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.3: Interval three field data and statistics

![Interval three well logs. The velocity log is from FWS.](image_url)
3.3.4 Interval Four: 281.6m to 322.4m

This interval treats the second and third interval as one formation. It is part of the Tallant formation. The travel distance in this interval is double and highly heterogeneous, thus, we expect elastic scattering effects to be part of the velocity dispersion. The velocity difference between FWS and VSP is 162m and between FWS and Bender is 73.3m. Table 4 contains a summary of the field data and statistics. Figures 3.17, 3.18, and 3.19 show plots of the field
data for this interval. Table contains a summary of the field data and statistics.

<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Begin</td>
<td>281.6</td>
<td>m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>End</td>
<td>3224</td>
<td>m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thickness</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum Velocity</td>
<td>3889.2</td>
<td>m/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum Velocity</td>
<td>2801.7</td>
<td>m/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Velocity</td>
<td>3300.2</td>
<td>m/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calculated Time</td>
<td>0.0124</td>
<td>s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calculated Interval Velocity</td>
<td>3299.7</td>
<td>m/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Density</td>
<td>2.4777</td>
<td>g/km³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum Gamma</td>
<td>117.63</td>
<td>API</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum Gamma</td>
<td>22.33</td>
<td>API</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Gamma</td>
<td>68.9718</td>
<td>API</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FWS Interval Velocity</td>
<td>3286.1</td>
<td>m/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bender Interval Velocity</td>
<td>3212.8</td>
<td>m/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VSP Interval Velocity</td>
<td>3124.1</td>
<td>m/s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.4: Interval four field data and statistics

Figure 3.17: Well logs for interval four. The velocity log is from FWS.
3.4 Velocity Error Estimation

The interval velocities from each of the three source frequencies were calculated by averaging the slownesses for each interval. Essentially, the values we get are for a homogeneous medium obtained from a heterogeneous medium. Consequently, some error will be introduced and needs to be accounted for when finding the best Q that would explain the observed dispersion. We use the following relation from Brown and Seifert (1994) to estimate these errors:
\[ \Delta V = \frac{\Delta T}{T} \cdot V_m, \quad (3.2) \]

where \( V_m \) is the measured velocity, \( \Delta V \) is the velocity error, \( \Delta T \) is the timing error, and \( T \) is the total travel time. We estimated the timing error by assuming a \( \frac{1}{20} \lambda \) picking accuracy. The error calculations in table 3.5 were made using table 3.2. For each interval, we calculated the moving error and took its average as the final error value. As mentioned earlier in this thesis, the VSP sampling is very coarse and thus we had to base our calculations of the error on long measurement intervals. We chose a measurement interval of 42.7m which is bigger than the intervals of interest. Consequently, we calculated the error using all acquired measurements (120m to 335m). We obtained a final error value of \( \pm 76 \) m/s. Figures 3.20, 3.21, 3.22, and 3.23 show the calculated errors for each interval for FWS and Bender. Figure 3.24 shows the error for VSP.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interval</th>
<th>Source</th>
<th>( \omega ) (Hz)</th>
<th>( \Delta T ) (s)</th>
<th>Measurement Interval (m)</th>
<th>( \Delta V_{\text{average}} ) (m/s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>One</td>
<td>Bender</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>( 5 \times 10^{-5} )</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FWS</td>
<td>10000</td>
<td>( 5 \times 10^{-6} )</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two</td>
<td>Bender</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>( 5 \times 10^{-5} )</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FWS</td>
<td>10000</td>
<td>( 5 \times 10^{-6} )</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Three</td>
<td>Bender</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>( 5 \times 10^{-5} )</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FWS</td>
<td>10000</td>
<td>( 5 \times 10^{-6} )</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Four</td>
<td>Bender</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>( 5 \times 10^{-5} )</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FWS</td>
<td>10000</td>
<td>( 5 \times 10^{-6} )</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.5: Velocity error estimation
Figure 3.20: Interval One Velocity Error

Figure 3.21: Interval Two Velocity Error
Figure 3.22: Interval Three Velocity Error

Figure 3.23: Interval Four Velocity Error
Figure 3.24: Intervals Combined VSP Velocity Error
Chapter 4

Results and Interpretation

Elastic scattering and intrinsic attenuation are assumed to be the main mechanisms responsible for much of the observed dispersion. We take two approaches to model the velocity dispersion observed at Gypsy. First, we use LDR to calculate the dispersion curves and find the best $Q$ that would explain the field data. Second, we use the discrete wavenumber method to do one-way wave propagation through the intervals of interest with different central frequencies and $Q$ values. Jointly, these two approaches provide a good estimate of the dispersion observed and its components.

The LDR approach is simple and direct and provides a good starting point for investigating velocity dispersion. We use equation 1 in the methodology chapter to produce the dispersion curves for each interval. Essentially, this method could be viewed as curve fitting by varying the $Q$ values and/or reference frequency. We chose a reference frequency of 10000 Hz because we have field measurement at that frequency. While the relation assumes that plane waves propagate in an infinitely homogeneous medium, the $Q$ that best fits the field data points contains both components of velocity dispersion: elastic scattering and intrinsic attenuation. This is true because we are changing the $Q$ value to find the best fit to the field data, which contains these effects in addition to measurement errors and volume differences.

In the following sections, we will show the results and best $Q$ that describes the field
data for each interval; we will address the measurement errors by providing a range of other possible Qs. We will discuss some modeling details that are more relevant in this chapter and not covered in the methodology chapter. Our observations are consistent for the four intervals we modeled; to avoid repetition, we will discuss the first interval in detail and limit the other three intervals subsections to results.

4.1 Interval One

This interval is largely homogeneous (shale) and velocity is nearly constant. Thus, we expect intrinsic attenuation to be the primary reason for the observed dispersion. We start by calculating the dispersion curves for a Q range between 10 and 10000 using LDR and DWN method (modeling). Figure 4.1 show the results from the direct LDR method. As Q increases, the velocity difference decreases. Using a Q of 10000 is essentially assuming no attenuation and thus calculated velocities are the same for all frequencies. Moreover, using Q>30, the dispersion significantly decreases.

![Interval One Dispersion Curves Using LDR](image)

Figure 4.1: Dispersion curves for the first interval using LDR. The calculations are referenced to FWS with central frequency of 10000 Hz.

After calculating the dispersion curves, we use least squares to find the best Q that would
explain the field data. Table 4.1 shows that $Q=54$ is the best fit with the least error. Figure 4.2 was calculated using $Q=54$ and shows a good fit within the error bars. It is important to note that the VSP data quality sampling was coarse. In addition, we did not have access to the waveforms and assumed a central frequency of 100Hz; this is why the error is relatively large (around 76m/s). On a side note, we don’t claim here that our $Q$ estimation accuracy is in the range of ±1. The reason we did these calculations is to provide a framework for finding the best $Q$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Slowness ($\mu s/m$)</th>
<th>$V_m$(m/s)</th>
<th>$V_r$(m/s)</th>
<th>$\omega$</th>
<th>$\omega_r$</th>
<th>$Q$</th>
<th>$V_c$(m/s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VSP</td>
<td>347.77</td>
<td>2875.5</td>
<td>2959.2</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>10000</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bender</td>
<td>341.21</td>
<td>2930.8</td>
<td>2959.2</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>10000</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FWS</td>
<td>337.93</td>
<td>2959.2</td>
<td>2959.2</td>
<td>10000</td>
<td>10000</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VSP</td>
<td>347.77</td>
<td>2875.5</td>
<td>2959.2</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>10000</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bender</td>
<td>341.21</td>
<td>2930.8</td>
<td>2959.2</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>10000</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FWS</td>
<td>337.93</td>
<td>2959.2</td>
<td>2959.2</td>
<td>10000</td>
<td>10000</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VSP</td>
<td>347.77</td>
<td>2875.5</td>
<td>2959.2</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>10000</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bender</td>
<td>341.21</td>
<td>2930.8</td>
<td>2959.2</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>10000</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FWS</td>
<td>337.93</td>
<td>2959.2</td>
<td>2959.2</td>
<td>10000</td>
<td>10000</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Least Squares</th>
<th>$V_m$: Measured Velocity</th>
<th>$V_r$: Reference Velocity</th>
<th>$\omega$: Frequency</th>
<th>$\omega_r$: Reference Frequency</th>
<th>$V_c$: Calculated Velocity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Q</td>
<td>VSP</td>
<td>Bender</td>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>53</td>
<td>5.2964</td>
<td>12.3584</td>
<td>17.6548</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54</td>
<td>0.3272</td>
<td>9.8738</td>
<td>10.201</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55</td>
<td>4.4612</td>
<td>7.4796</td>
<td>11.9408</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.1: Velocity calculations and error using LDR for $Q=53,54,55$. The best fit with least error for VSP and Bender is $Q=54$. 
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At this point, we have obtained a $Q$ that explains the observed dispersion. However, we don’t know the components of this $Q$ as we basically fitted a curve through the field data, which presumably contains both components of the dispersion. Additionally, as mentioned earlier, the direct relation assumes plane waves propagating in a homogeneous model, which is not entirely true about this interval. This is where the DWN method becomes important. We will be able to separate the components of the dispersion through propagating twice; once in a heterogeneous medium and another in a homogeneous medium.

The dispersion curves for this interval obtained by DWN modeling are shown in figure 4.3. Changes in velocity as a function of $Q$ from a reference frequency to a central frequency are presented in figure 4.4. The results are in agreement with LDR. In LDR, the reference velocity is the field measurement at the particular chosen reference frequency. On the other hand, in the DWN code, the reference velocity corresponds to the real part of the wave velocity at the particular reference frequency chosen (10kHz). Additionally, the imaginary part, which represents the attenuation in the wave propagation, is added to the real part. For the current frequency, the real part of the velocity is related to the velocity of the wave at the current frequency, while the imaginary part shows how much that wave will attenuate.
Consequently, there are some discrepancies between the two approaches. We believe that velocities obtained from modeling are more accurate as heterogeneity is considered.

**Figure 4.3:** Interval one dispersion curves calculated using DWN

**Figure 4.4:** Changes in velocities from the reference frequency to central frequency as a function of Q

The overlaid seismograms in figure 4.5 are calculated with a central frequency of 1000 Hz and varying Q. As Q is increases, we see a shift and decreasing amplitude. Moreover, if
we look closely at the end of the seismogram we see very minimal scattering. This indicates that the $Q=54$ we obtained is mostly intrinsic attenuation. Figure 4.6 also confirms this result; it shows a very small difference between velocities from a homogeneous and a heterogeneous models. Finally, after ruling out elastic scattering as a component of the dispersion, we plotted the velocities from modeling along with directly calculated and field measured velocities in figure 4.7. The difference is well within the error bars.

Accounting for the possible measurement errors, $Q$ ranges between 35 and 150 determined from the DWN and LDR dispersion curves. We determined this range from the Bender error bar. FWS error was not used because the calculations were referenced to it. The range is relatively large because the changes in velocity significantly decrease at $Q>30$ as can be seen in figure 4.1 and figure 4.4. Consequently, attenuation effects in this interval are minimal.

![Interval Overlaid Seismograms with Central Frequency 1000Hz](image)

Figure 4.5: Overlaid seismograms with central frequency 1000Hz. Notice the shift as we increase $Q$. 
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Figure 4.6: Dispersion curves for interval with a Q=54. The green curve represents velocities calculated from a homogeneous medium with average interval velocity obtained from average slowness. The blue curve represents velocities calculated from a heterogeneous model (both curves are calculated using the DWN). The difference is very small which confirms our conclusion that the observed dispersion is mainly caused by intrinsic attenuation.

Figure 4.7: Final result for interval one. Intrinsic Q=54 best explains the dispersion.
4.2 Interval Two

This interval is the “Gypsy Sandstone” interval and is predominantly sandstone/siltstone. Figure 4.8 shows the results from the LDR. Table 4.2 shows that $Q=35$ is the best fit with the least error considering VSP and Bender jointly. Figure 4.9 was calculated using $Q=35$ and shows a good fit within the error bars. The dispersion curves for this interval obtained by DWN modeling are shown in figure 4.10. The difference is a bit larger for this interval than the previous interval. One possible reason for this is that the Gypsy interval is composed of stacked channels. The overlaid seismograms in figure 4.12 are calculated with a central frequency of 1000 Hz and varying $Q$. We plotted the velocities from modeling along with directly calculated and field measured velocities in figure 4.13. Brown and Seifert (1997) estimated $Q_{\text{intrinsic}}=31$ which is close to what we estimated. Finally, accounting for the measurement errors, $Q$ ranges between 25 and 55. The range is shorter in this interval because it is more heterogeneous than the first interval.

![Interval Two Dispersion Curves Using LDR](image)

Figure 4.8: Dispersion curves for the second interval using LDR. The calculations are referenced to a frequency of 10000Hz which is roughly the FWS central frequency.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Slowness (μs/m)</th>
<th>V_m(m/s)</th>
<th>V_r(m/s)</th>
<th>ω</th>
<th>ω_0</th>
<th>Q</th>
<th>V_c(m/s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VSP</td>
<td>3142.3</td>
<td>3142.3</td>
<td>3277.4</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>10000</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bender</td>
<td>3208.4</td>
<td>3208.4</td>
<td>3277.4</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>10000</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FWS</td>
<td>3277.4</td>
<td>3277.4</td>
<td>3277.4</td>
<td>10000</td>
<td>10000</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VSP</td>
<td>3142.3</td>
<td>3142.3</td>
<td>3277.4</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>10000</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bender</td>
<td>3208.4</td>
<td>3208.4</td>
<td>3277.4</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>10000</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FWS</td>
<td>3277.4</td>
<td>3277.4</td>
<td>3277.4</td>
<td>10000</td>
<td>10000</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VSP</td>
<td>3142.3</td>
<td>3142.3</td>
<td>3277.4</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>10000</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bender</td>
<td>3208.4</td>
<td>3208.4</td>
<td>3277.4</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>10000</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FWS</td>
<td>3277.4</td>
<td>3277.4</td>
<td>3277.4</td>
<td>10000</td>
<td>10000</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Least Squares Interval Two

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Q</th>
<th>VSP</th>
<th>Bender</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>7.7204</td>
<td>13.0672</td>
<td>20.7877</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>5.5481</td>
<td>6.433</td>
<td>11.9811</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>18.0794</td>
<td>0.1673</td>
<td>18.2467</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.2: velocity calculations and error using LDR for Q=34,35,36. The best fit with least error for VSP and Bender is Q=35.

Figure 4.9: Field measurements fitted with LDR with Q=35
Figure 4.10: Interval Two dispersion curves calculated using DWN

Figure 4.11: Changes in velocities from the reference frequency to central frequency as a function of $Q$
Figure 4.12: Overlaid seismograms with central frequency 1000Hz. Notice the shift as we increase $Q$.

Figure 4.13: Dispersion curves for interval with a $Q=35$. The green curve represents velocities calculated from a homogeneous medium with average interval velocity obtained from average slowness. The blue curve represents velocities calculated from a heterogeneous model (both curves are calculated using the DWN). The difference is very small which confirms our conclusion that the observed dispersion is mainly caused by intrinsic attenuation.
4.3 Interval Three

This interval is the comes after the Gypsy sandstone interval. It is mainly composed of shale and sandstone. Figure 4.15 shows the results from the LDR. Table 4.3 shows that Q=28 is the best fit with the least error considering VSP and Bender jointly. Figure 4.16 was calculated using Q=28 and shows a good fit within the error bars. The dispersion curves for this interval obtained by DWN modeling are shown in figure 4.17. Changes in velocity as a function of Q from a reference frequency to a central frequency are presented in figure 4.18. The overlaid seismograms in figure 4.19 are for a central frequency of 1000Hz and varying Q. Figure 4.21 shows a very small difference between velocities from a homogeneous and a heterogeneous models. Figure 4.20 show the velocities from modeling along with directly calculated and field measured velocities. Finally, accounting for the measurement errors, Q
ranges between 20 and 35. The even shorter range in this interval relative to the first and second intervals is due to higher attenuation.

Figure 4.15: Dispersion curves for the second interval using LDR. The calculations are referenced to a frequency of 10000Hz which is roughly the FWS central frequency.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VSP</th>
<th>Vm (m/s)</th>
<th>Vr (m/s)</th>
<th>ω</th>
<th>ωr</th>
<th>Q</th>
<th>Vc (m/s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bender</td>
<td>3110.2</td>
<td>3110.2</td>
<td>3349.5</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>10000</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FWS</td>
<td>3208.4</td>
<td>3208.4</td>
<td>3349.5</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>10000</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bender</td>
<td>3349.5</td>
<td>3349.5</td>
<td>3349.5</td>
<td>10000</td>
<td>10000</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VSP</td>
<td>3110.2</td>
<td>3110.2</td>
<td>3349.5</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>10000</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bender</td>
<td>3208.4</td>
<td>3208.4</td>
<td>3349.5</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>10000</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FWS</td>
<td>3349.5</td>
<td>3349.5</td>
<td>3349.5</td>
<td>10000</td>
<td>10000</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VSP</td>
<td>3110.2</td>
<td>3110.2</td>
<td>3349.5</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>10000</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bender</td>
<td>3208.4</td>
<td>3208.4</td>
<td>3349.5</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>10000</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FWS</td>
<td>3349.5</td>
<td>3349.5</td>
<td>3349.5</td>
<td>10000</td>
<td>10000</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.3: Velocity calculations and error using LDR for Q=27,28,29. The best fit with least error for VSP and Bender is Q=28.
Figure 4.16: Field measurements fitted with Q=28

Figure 4.17: Interval Three dispersion curves calculated using DWN
Figure 4.18: Changes in velocities from the reference frequency to central frequency as a function of Q.

Figure 4.19: Overlaid seismograms with central frequency 1000Hz. Notice the shift as we increase Q.
Figure 4.20: Dispersion curves for interval with a $Q=28$. The green curve represents velocities calculated from a homogeneous medium with average interval velocity obtained from average slowness. The blue curve represents velocities calculated from a heterogeneous model (both curves are calculated using the DWN). The difference is very small which confirms our conclusion that the observed dispersion is mainly caused by intrinsic attenuation.

Figure 4.21: Final result for interval three. Intrinsic $Q=28$ best explains the dispersion
4.4 Interval Four

This interval includes Gypsy sandstone interval and the marine fluvial interval below it. It is mainly composed of shale and sandstone. Figure 4.22 shows the results from LDR. Table 4.4 shows that Q=30 is the best fit with the least error considering VSP and Bender jointly. Figure 4.23 was calculated using Q=28 and shows a good fit within the error bars. The dispersion curves for this interval obtained by DWN modeling are shown in figure 4.24. Changes in velocity as a function of Q from a reference frequency to a central frequency are presented in figure 4.25. The overlaid seismograms in figure 4.26 are for a central frequency of 1000 and varying Q. Figure 4.28 shows a very small difference between velocities from a homogeneous and a heterogeneous models (0.5%). Figure 4.22 shows the final result. Finally, the Q error range is between 25 and 50.

![Interval Four Dispersion Curves Using LDR](image)

Figure 4.22: Dispersion curves for the first interval using LDR. The calculations are referenced to a frequency of 10000Hz which is roughly the FWS central frequency.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Slowness (m)</th>
<th>$V_m$ (m/s)</th>
<th>$V_r$ (m/s)</th>
<th>$\omega$</th>
<th>$\omega_r$</th>
<th>$Q$</th>
<th>$V_c$ (m/s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VSP</td>
<td>2875.5</td>
<td>3124.1</td>
<td>3286.1</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>10000</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>3119.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bender</td>
<td>2930.8</td>
<td>3212.8</td>
<td>3286.1</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>10000</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>3203</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FWS</td>
<td>2959.2</td>
<td>3286.1</td>
<td>3286.1</td>
<td>10000</td>
<td>10000</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>3286.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VSP</td>
<td>2875.5</td>
<td>3124.1</td>
<td>3286.1</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>10000</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>3125.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bender</td>
<td>2930.8</td>
<td>3212.8</td>
<td>3286.1</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>10000</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>3205.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FWS</td>
<td>2959.2</td>
<td>3286.1</td>
<td>3286.1</td>
<td>10000</td>
<td>10000</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>3286.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VSP</td>
<td>2875.5</td>
<td>3124.1</td>
<td>3286.1</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>10000</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>3130.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bender</td>
<td>2930.8</td>
<td>3212.8</td>
<td>3286.1</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>10000</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>3208.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FWS</td>
<td>2959.2</td>
<td>3286.1</td>
<td>3286.1</td>
<td>10000</td>
<td>10000</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>3286.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Least Squares Interval Four

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$Q$</th>
<th>VSP</th>
<th>Bender</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>13.8189</td>
<td>32.2491</td>
<td>46.0680</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>4.3553</td>
<td>23.1620</td>
<td>27.5173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>21.3570</td>
<td>14.6611</td>
<td>36.0181</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.4: Velocity calculations and error using LDR for $Q=29, 30, 31$. The best fit with least error for VSP and Bender is $Q=30$.

![Figure 4.23: Field measurements fitted with LDR, $Q=30$](image-url)
Figure 4.24: Interval four dispersion curves calculated using DWN

Figure 4.25: Changes in velocities from the reference frequency to central frequency as a function of Q
Figure 4.26: Overlaid seismograms with central frequency 1000Hz

Figure 4.27: Dispersion curves for interval four with a $Q=30$. The scattering component in this interval is 0.5%
4.5 Summary of Results and Discussion

Using LDR and DWN, we were able to find an effective $Q$ for each interval that best describes the observed dispersion. We estimated $Q_1=54$, $Q_2=35$, $Q_3=28$, and $Q_4=30$, for the first, second, third and fourth intervals, respectively. We accounted for measurements' errors by providing a range of $Q$ values that are within the error bars of the Bender log. We did not use FWS error as in both approaches it is assigned as the reference source (velocity and frequency). Since the VSP error is the largest, all $Q$ values within the Bender’s error range go through the VSP error. The $Q$ error ranges is dependent on how attenuative the medium is; the more attenuative the medium is, the shorter the $Q$ error range is. This is due to velocity changes decreasing as $Q$ increases.

Through modeling each interval twice; once as heterogeneous and another as homogeneous, we showed that the scattering effects for vertical propagation in Gypsy site are minimal could be neglected, and that the main cause of the observed dispersion is intrinsic attenuation. Our conclusion is in agreement with that of Brown and Seifert (1997) and De et al. (1994).
The differences in estimating velocities using the DWN method and LDR are primarily due to the way the reference velocity is treated. In LDR, the reference velocity is fixed, while in DWN it is variable for each layer. Since the DWN method account for heterogeneity, we believe that it is more accurate and provides more information (i.e. scattering effects, waveforms) at relatively cheap cost compared to other methods of wave propagation such as finite differences and finite elements. However, it is important to note that the DWN only works with layered media.

Aside from intrinsic attenuation and elastic scattering, other factors contributing to the dispersion include volume differences, path effects, and measurement errors (Brown and Seifert, 1997). The measurement errors could be reduced by careful repicking and processing of the first arrivals. Moreover, estimating the central frequency is extremely important and will yield to better results. Since we did not have access to the waveforms, we assumed the central frequencies to be what the field source frequency is. For example, we estimated the FWS central frequency by counting events from a hard copy of the waveforms (figure 3.7) and obtained values between 7500Hz to 16000Hz. This wide range introduces an additional error in estimating Q.
Chapter 5

Conclusion

We were presented with a data set from Gypsy Site that showed discrepancies in velocity measurements from different sources for the same interval. We chose three intervals with different properties and depositional environments. The first interval was predominantly shale and the second interval was mostly sandstone, while the third interval was a mix of both. Additionally, we modeled the second and third intervals combined which showed the effects of elastic scattering that we did not observe when modeling the three intervals with an average thickness of 20m. We started our investigation of this problem with logarithmic dispersion relation. Using this direct relation, we were able to estimate a constant $Q$ value that best explains the observed dispersion in different intervals. However, on one hand, this equation assumes that plane waves propagate in an infinitely homogeneous medium, and on the other hand, the constant $Q$ value is chosen based on least squares curve fitting of the measured field data. Thus, the estimated $Q$ value will include both scattering and intrinsic attenuation effects. Consequently, we needed another approach that involves wave propagation that could explain the observed dispersion while accounting for the heterogeneity of the medium. Using the DWN, we were able to use the $Q$ we obtained from the direct relation in estimating the dispersion components. This was accomplished by modeling the interval twice, one as a heterogeneous medium and another as a homogeneous medium (average interval velocity).
The difference between the calculated arrival times (if any) indicates that elastic scattering is part of the causes of the observed discrepancies.

Our results indicate that for the three intervals with an average thickness of 20m each, the elastic scattering component of the dispersion is minimal. We believe that intrinsic attenuation is largely the main cause of the observed dispersion. This conclusion is largely consistent with the work done on the same field by Brown and Seifert (1997). We believe that the Gypsy sandstone interval could be explained by intrinsic $Q=35$, compared with a $Q=31$ by Brown and Seifert. This difference is mainly due to slightly different thicknesses (our interval was shorter). Additionally, both $Q$ values are within the velocity measurement error range. Moreover, De et al. (1994), showed that elastic scattering could be neglected in vertical propagation when the medium is shale/sand, which is also consistent with our results.

The methods and steps we used in the identification and modeling of velocity dispersion provide key information in reservoir characterization. Estimation and separation of the dispersion components can be used as an indicator to rock properties.

5.1 Future Work

Velocity dispersion is a problem because it presents a challenge in using data from different source frequencies to estimate the seismic response at higher or lower frequencies. The identification and modeling of velocity dispersion becomes especially important in integrating different types of data such as subsurface cores and VSP and using it in reservoir characterization. As we have shown in this thesis, velocity dispersion is indicative of intrinsic attenuation and elastic scattering especially for vertical measurements; and since these two mechanisms are related to rock properties such as porosity, permeability, hydrocarbons, fluids...etc, it is an excellent tool in exploration seismology. While the data we had and methods we used were sufficient to show and model the observed velocity dispersion, there is still much
room for improvement; for future work we recommend the following:

1. Seek access to more acquired data such as digital surface seismic, VSP, Bender and FWS waveforms to correctly estimate the central frequency band.

2. Seek access to the acquired crosswell data to measure the dispersion from horizontal propagation using finite difference method. This will help in understanding more about the anisotropic component of the dispersion.

3. Reprocess the data and repick arrival times from the waveforms.

4. Use different Q values for different types of rocks. This could be achieved by using information from the Gamma log, cores, slownesses...etc to identify the main types of rocks.

5. Apply and compare other dispersion models such as: Cole-Cole, Muller, Kolsky-Futterman, and Kjartansson.
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Appendix A

DWN Code

In this appendix, we will show how to run the DWN code by Michel Bouchon, input parameters, and the output file.

A.1 DWN Input File

The input file consists of the following 23 parameters:

1. Number of layers including the half-space
2. Layers thicknesses (km)
3. P-wave velocity (km/s)
4. S-wave velocity (km/s)
5. Layer density
6. Quality factor for the P-wave
7. Quality factor for the S-wave
8. Hypocenter depth (source location)
(a) Expressed in km

(b) Must be greater than the receivers depth

9. Strike of the fault
   a. Measured clockwise from the North
   b. Expressed in km

10. Dip of the fault (km)

11. Rake
   (a) Measured counter clockwise from the strike
   (b) Defined as the slip direction of the foot wall relative to the hanging wall

12. Amplitude of the Slip
   (a) Can be expressed with the desired unit for the output displacement or velocity

13. Length of the fault (km)

14. Number of receivers

15. Depth of receivers
   (a) Expressed in km
   (b) All receivers will be located at the same depth

16. Distance of each receiver (horizontal distance from the source)

17. Azimuth of each receiver

18. Number of points of the seismogram(s)
   (a) Must be expressed in $2^n$
   (b) It should be $> 8 \times$ recording time $\times$ frequency. Under sampling will cause Gibbs phenomenon (figure 1)
Figure A.1: The growing noise toward the end of the recording window is known as Gibbs phenomenon. In the particular case of this graph, it was caused by under sampling. Choosing a low rise time of the slip to yield higher frequencies and not accounting for it in determining the sampling rate, will lead to this problem as well.

19. Recording time (s)

20. Rise time of the slip

   (a) We use it to control the source central frequency

   (b) If the output is velocity, then the central frequency is 2/frequency

   (c) If the output is Displacement, then the central frequency is 1/frequency

21. Starting time of recording

22. Maximum truncation index of the wavenumber series.
(a) Is the maximum wavenumber

(b) Must be greater than the wavenumber to avoid the possibility of truncation occurrence (>1.5*frequency/Minimum velocity).

23. Periodicity length

(a) Must be >Maximum Velocity*recording time + Maximum Receiver distance. Otherwise the seismogram will fold.

Apart from the input file, we have changed the reference frequency to 10000Hz from 1Hz. This is because we have a field measurement at that frequency and half of the source frequencies we are using are in the kHz range. Additionally, the code originally uses the moment tensor derived from strike, slip, dip and rake of the fault; we have changed it to an explosion source by manually designating the moment tensor as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
CM11 &= 1; \\
CM22 &= 1; \\
CM33 &= 1; \\
CM12 &= 0; \\
CM13 &= 0; \\
CM23 &= 0;
\end{align*}
\]

The following is a typical input file we used to model our data with the definition of each parameter to the right:
It is for the third interval of interest. The reason we padded the model with a 1000m thick layer is to eliminate free surface and rigid surface effects to simulate a zero-offset field survey. The source is placed at the top of the bottom 1000m layer at a depth of 1017.8m and...
the receiver is placed at the bottom of the top 1000m layer at a depth of 1000m. Our models
are 1D and wave propagation is 1-way from an explosion source, thus, assigning any value
for the strike, dip, rake, slip and the azimuth of the receiver will yield to the same results;
we used 0, 90, 180, 1 and 1 respectively. The length of the fault will affect the amplitude of the
seismogram, we used a consistent value (1) for all models. We used 0.01m as the horizontal
distance of the receiver from the source because 0 will produce null results. The rise time of
the slip is 0.001 to simulate a central frequency of 1000Hz. Finally, we used a large for the
periodicity length to insure the seismogram won’t fold in itself.

A.2 Compiling and Running the DWN code

The DWN code was written in Fortran and the computations are performed serially. The
user must have a recent version of a Fortran compiler; we used the GNU Fortran compiler.
Running and compiling the code could be expressed by the following two lines syntax:

```
gfortran -O3 -o JobName Filename.f
./JobName
```

Example:

```
gfortran -O3 -o Int1HomogCase DWNexplosion.f
./Int1HomogCase
```

-O3 option is for optimization. While a personal machine could handle the computations,
we opted to use MIT Zephyr cluster to oversample the seismograms and avoid problems like
Gibbs Phenomenon. The average running time on a 2.0Ghz CPU for a model consisting of
150 layers is 2 hours with a sampling rate of 8192 and a recording time of 0.015seconds.

A.3 DWN Output File

Below is an output file from the input file used an example above. The output file consists
of three vectors:
1. Index of the receiver (1=x-component, 2=y-component, 3=z-component).

2. Time

3. Amplitude

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.000000</td>
<td>0.000000</td>
<td>1.8310546E-06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>3.6621093E-06</td>
<td>7.718869E-07</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.000000</td>
<td>0.000000</td>
<td>1.8310546E-06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3.6621093E-06</td>
<td>1.3588760E-08</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>5.4931638E-06</td>
<td>2.0379957E-08</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table A.2: Output File

A.4 Plotting Seismograms and Picking First Arrivals

We used Matlab to plot the seismograms and pick the first arrival. Because our wavelet is a zero-phase Ricker wavelet with its peak at t=0, we picked the maximum amplitude as the
first arrival. We used the following matlab short script to pick, plot, and save the data:

clear all; clc;
format long g;
cd /Users/saadansi/Desktop/Ref10000/Int1hfrf/Interval1Q20/1000
a=load('outfile');
b=a(:,2);
c=a(:,3);
[d,e]=max(c(8192*2+1:8192*3));
f=b(8192*2+1:8192*3);
g=f(e);
[h,i]=min(c(8192*2+1:8192*3)); j=b(8192*2+1:8192*3);
k=f(i);
oba=[g,d,k,h]; l=a(8192*2+1:8192*3,1:3);
plot(l(:,2),l(:,3))
saveas(gcf,'Int1Q20F1000-z-comp.fig');
cd /Users/saadansi/Desktop/picking/
fid = fopen('IntervalOnePicks','a+');
fprintf(fid,'%6.10e
',oba);
fprintf(fid,'\n');
Appendix B

Seismograms Calculated Using DWN

This appendix contains three seismograms with central frequencies, 500, 2500, and 5000, respectively, and a varying $Q$ for each of the intervals of interest.

B.1 Interval One

Figure B.1: Overlaid seismograms over a range of $Q$ for central frequency 500
Figure B.2: Overlaid seismograms over a range of $Q$ for central frequency 2500

Figure B.3: Overlaid seismograms over a range of $Q$ for central frequency 5000
B.2 Interval Two

Figure B.4: Overlaid seismograms over a range of $Q$ for central frequency 500

Figure B.5: Overlaid seismograms over a range of $Q$ for central frequency 2500
Figure B.6: Overlaid seismograms over a range of $Q$ for central frequency 5000

B.3 Interval Three

Figure B.7: Overlaid seismograms over a range of $Q$ for central frequency 500
Figure B.8: Overlaid seismograms over a range of Q for central frequency 2500

B.4 Interval Four

Figure B.9: Overlaid seismograms over a range of Q for central frequency 5000
Figure B.10: Overlaid seismograms over a range of $Q$ for central frequency 500

Figure B.11: Overlaid seismograms over a range of $Q$ for central frequency 2500
Figure B.12: Overlaid seismograms over a range of $Q$ for central frequency 5000